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Introduction

The proposed changes relate to current text in TS25.214 section 5.1.2.3 (“Transmit power control in compressed
mode”).

This section describes Power Resume Mode 1 correctly for uplink compressed mode. However, a slight
modification is needed to give the appropriate results when compressed mode is only used in the downlink.

Further, according to some comments received by email, the description of the recursive relation for computing
the power offset in Power Resume Mode 1 may benefit from some clarification. A change of notation (of an
editorial nature) is therefore proposed. Also, in order to allow for the possibility that during DCH activation,
uplink transmission may start some significant time after downlink transmission, it is more precisely specified that
the recursion is initialised when the uplink DPCCH begins.

In the description of the use of algorithm 2 in compressed mode, the reference to section 5.1.2.2.3.3.1 is incorrect
and unnecessary, and is deleted. The behaviour of algorithm 2 is clarified to give a zero value for TPC_cmd when
incomplete groups of power control commands are received.

The Change Request contained in this document makes the corrections described above and includes some minor
clarifying editorial changes.
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5.1.2.3 Transmit power control in compressed mode

The aim of uplink power control in downlink or/and uplink compressed mode is to recover as fast as possible a signal-
to-interference ratio (SIR) close to the target SIR after each transmission gap.

In downlink compressed mode, no power control is applied during transmission gaps, since no downlink TPC
command is sent. Thus, the transmit powers of the uplink DPDCH(s) and DPCCH are not changed during the
transmission gaps.

In simultaneous downlink and uplink compressed mode, the transmission of uplink DPDCH(s) and DPCCH is stopped
during transmission gaps.

The initial transmit power of each uplink DPDCH and DPCCH after the transmission gap is equal to the power before
the gap, but with an offset ∆ RESUME. The value of ∆ RESUME  (in dB) is determined according to the Power Resume
Mode (PRM). The PRM is a UE specific parameter, which is signalled by the network with the other parameters of the
downlink compressed mode (see TS 25.215). The different modes are summarised in table 1.

Table 1: Power control resume modes during compressed mode

Power Resume Mode Description
0 ∆ RESUME  = 0
1 ∆ RESUME  = Int[δ  last / ∆  TPCmin ] ∆  TPCmin

Here Int[ ] means round to the nearest integer and ∆  TPCmin is the minimum power control step size supported by the
UE. δ last is equal to the value of δi the power offset computed atin the last slot before the transmission gap. δi shall be
updated according to the following recursive relations, which shall beare, executed only in every slots during with
simultaneous uplink and downlink DPCCH transmission:
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TPC_cmdi is the most recent power control command executed by the UE in the last slot before the transmission gap.
δi-1previous is the power offsetvalue of δi computed for the previous slot. The value of δi-1previous shall be initialised to zero
when the uplinka DPCCH is activated, or and also during the first slot after a each transmission gap.

After each transmission gap, 2 modes are possible for the power control algorithm. The power control mode (PCM) is
fixed and signalled with the other parameters of the downlink compressed mode (see TS 25.215). The different modes
are summarised in the table 2:

Table 2: Power control modes during compressed mode

Mode Description
0 Ordinary transmit power control (see subclause 5.1.2.2)  is applied with step size ∆TPC

1 Ordinary transmit power control is applied using algorithm 1 (see subclause 5.1.2.2.2) with step
size ∆RP-TPC during RPL slots after each transmission gap.

For mode 0, the step size is not changed and the ordinary transmit power control is still applied during compressed
mode (see subclause 5.1.2.2), using the same algorithm for processing TPC commands as in normal mode (see section
5.1.2.2.2 and 5.1.2.2.3).

For mode 1, during RPL slots after each transmission gap, called the recovery period, power control algorithm 1 is
applied with a step size ∆RP-TPC instead of ∆TPC.
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∆RP-TPC is called recovery power control step size and is expressed in dB. If algorithm 1 (section 5.1.2.2.2) is used in
normal mode, ∆RP-TPC is equal to the minimum value of 3 dB and 2∆TPC. If algorithm 2 (section 5.1.2.2.3) is used in
normal mode, ∆RP-TPC is equal to 1 dB.

RPL is called recovery period length and is expressed in number of slots. RPL is fixed and equal to the minimum value
of TGL and 7 slots.

After the recovery period, ordinary transmit power control resumes using the same algorithm and step size as used in
normal mode before the transmission gap.

If algorithm 2  (section  5.1.2.2.3) is being used in normal mode, the sets of slots over which the TPC commands are
processed (in section 5.1.2.2.2.3.1) shall remain aligned to the frame boundaries in the compressed frame. In both
mode 0 or mode 1, if the transmission gap or the recovery period results in any incomplete sets of TPC commands, no
TPC_tempi command will be determinedTPC_cmd shall be set to zero for those sets of slots which are incomplete, and
there will be no change in transmit power level for those sets of slots.

During compressed mode and the recovery period after compressed mode, regardless of the offset ∆ RESUME and the
step size ∆RP-TPC, the UE transmit power shall not exceed the maximum allowed transmission power set by higher layer
signalling.

5.1.2.4 Transmit power control in DPCCH power control preamble

A power control preamble may be used for initialisation of a DCH. Both the UL and DL DPCCHs shall be transmitted
during the uplink power control preamble. The UL DPDCH shall not commence before the end of the power control
preamble.

The length of the power control preamble is a UE-specific parameter signalled by the network, and can take the values
0 slots or 8 slots.

The inner power control loop acts on the UL DPCCH during the preamble in the same way as described in section
5.1.2.2.1.

The initial power control step size used in the power control preamble differs from that used after the preamble in the
following way. If algorithm 1 is to be used after the preamble to calculate the value of TPC_cmd, then the initial step
size in the power control preamble is ∆TPC-init, where ∆TPC-init is equal to the minimum value out of 3 dB and 2∆TPC. If
algorithm 2 is to be used after the preamble to calculate the value of TPC_cmd, then initially in the power control
preamble algorithm 1 is used with a step size of 2dB. In either case, the power control algorithm and step size revert to
those used for the main part of the transmission as soon as the sign of TPC_cmd reverses for the first time, or at the
end of the power control preamble if the power control preamble ends first.

5.1.2.5 Setting of the uplink DPCCH/DPDCH power difference

5.1.2.5.1 General

The uplink DPCCH and DPDCH(s) are transmitted on different codes as defined in section 4.2.1 of TS 25.213. The
gain factors βc and βd may vary for each TFC. There are two ways of controlling the gain factors of the DPCCH code
and the DPDCH codes for different TFCs in normal (non-compressed) frames:

− βc and βd are signalled for the TFC, or

− βc and βd is computed for the TFC, based on the signalled settings for a reference TFC.

Combinations of the two above methods may be used to associate βc and βd values to all TFCs in the TFCS. The two
methods are described in sections 5.1.2.4.2 and 5.1.2.4.3 respectively. Several reference TFCs may be signalled from
higher layers.

The gain factors may vary on radio frame basis depending on the current TFC used. Further, the setting of gain factors
is independent of the inner loop power control. This means that at the start of a frame, the gain factors are determined
and the inner loop power control step is applied on top of that.
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Appropriate scaling of the output power shall be performed by the UE, so that the output DPCCH power follows the
inner loop power control with power steps of ±∆TPC dB.


